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Haptic feedback provides feedback to our sense of touch. The effects of haptic feedback on task performance 
and dual-task capacity in multimodal virtual environments have been extensively studied (Burke et al., 2006). 
Moreover, the effects of this type of feedback on collaboration and communication in collaborative virtual 
environments are gaining more and more interest (Moll, 2013; Sallnäs, 2004). However, none of the previous 
studies on this topic has, to our knowledge, investigated how haptic feedback affect visual attention during 
collaborative object handling. The pilot study described in this abstract extends the work on collaborative haptic 
interfaces to also involve visual attention, by employing eye-tracking methodologies. Eye tracking is a technique 
in which an individual’s eye movements are measured in order to detect where this person is looking at a specific 
time (Pool and Ball, 2006). Common eye tracking metrics include measures of fixations, such as number of 
fixations and total fixation duration. Fixations are moments when the eyes are relatively stationary due to 
information processing. 

In our previous work (Frid et al, 2017), we presented an exploratory study on the effect of auditory feedback on 
gaze behavior in conditions with versus without haptic feedback. Analysis of eye tracking metrics indicated large 
inter-subject variability and the difference between subjects was greater than the difference between feedback 
conditions. No significant effect of feedback type was observed, but clusters of similar behaviors were identified, 
and certain participants appeared to be affected by the presented auditory feedback. 

Following up on this study, we developed a collaborative interface in which two users had to work together in 
order to move an object to a defined destination. The graphical interface is similar to the one used in Frid et al. 
(2017), but the task is different; two users may move an object by pushing it from each side, the object can then 
be lifted and placed on top of one of two pillars (the interface and setup is shown in Figure 1). The two users 
performed the experiment in the same room, with two separate displays. The users could talk to each other, but a 
white screen separated them. 

 

Figure 1. Experimental setup. 



A pilot experiment was conducted using the above-described collaborative interface. The experiment had a 
between-group design. Six pairs participated, three pairs had access to haptic feedback (could feel all parts of the 
workspace, including the object and forces from the other user when moving the object) and three pairs did not 
experience any haptic feedback. The following hypotheses were tested in the study: 

H1: Users will focus significantly longer on the target areas (i.e. the pillars) in the haptic condition than in the 
nonhaptic condition. 

H2: Users will have significantly more fixations and visits (glances) in the haptic condition than in the nonhaptic 
condition. 

Although we found no significant differences for the investigated eye tracking metrics (fixation count, total 
fixation duration, visit count, and total visit duration) between the haptic and non-haptic groups, interesting 
tendencies arose, related to the effect of haptic feedback on visual focus.  

 

Figure 2. Box plots of fixation counts for the left and right target (i.e. pillar)  (n=4 for nonhaptic case, n=6 
for haptic case). 

Boxplots of fixation counts for the left and right target (pillar) can be seen in Figure 2, with lower median and 
smaller interquartile ranges for the nonhaptic case. A heat map analysis on total fixation duration also indicated 
that participants focused more on the target areas in the haptic case. Even though the null hypotheses could not 
be rejected, the results indicated that a larger sample size might result in significant findings. The pilot 
experiment results suggested that haptic feedback could indeed affect gaze behavior during joint object 
manipulation in virtual environments. These tendencies encourage us to move forward with future experiments 
with a similar setup. The next step of the study would involve adding movement sonification to the task in order 
to evaluate the effect of auditory feedback (and combined auditory and haptic feedback) on gaze behavior, 
similarly to the previous study performed by Frid et al. (2017). 
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